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ELECTRIC CAR EXTENSIONS OF EXISTING CAR BRANDS: 

IMPACT ON BRAND EXPERIENCE, EXTENSION 

EVALUATION AND PARENT BRAND FEEDBACK 

 

Abstract 

Background and objectives: Established car manufacturers have launched or are going to launch electric cars as an 

extension of their model range. The objective of the present study is to investigate the responses of consumers to 

different types of electric car extensions (rational and emotional) of existing parent brands varying in experiential 

connotations. The impact of these extensions on anticipated car experience, the attitude towards the extension, and 

parent feedback effects are studied. 

Methods: In a Belgian sample of 840 respondents, an online survey was administered. Participants were exposed to 

different types of electric extensions of existing car brands, and were asked to indicate their response in terms of 

anticipated experiences, perceived fit of the extension with the parent brand, evoked emotions and cognitions, 

attitude towards te extension, attitude towards the parent brand, and usage intention of the electric extension. The 

data are analyzed using analysis of variance and regression analysis. 

Results: For some brands, extension-parent brand experience fit leads to more positive responses to the extension, 

but non-fitting extensions leave the parent brand experience largely unaffected. The most important determinant of 

extension evaluation is the extent to which the extension generally evokes positive emotions and positive cognitions 

and fits the parent brand, regardless of the evoked experiences of the extension.  

Conclusions: Extension-parent brand fit leads to more positive responses and reinforces brand image in terms of 

anticipated experiences. None of the extensions lead to differences in parent brand attitude feedback. The most 

important driver of extension evaluation for each brand is the emotional response to the extension. If consumers 

appreciate a brand’s efforts for the environment, extension attitudes become more positive, regardless of the original 

experience connotations of the brand. 
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1. Introduction and research questions 

Different major car manufacturers, such as Nissan (Leaf) and Opel (Ampera) have developed fully electric car 

alternatives that are already for sale. When an established car brand launches an electric variant, it is extending its 

product line. A brand is a psychological carrier of meaning (e.g. Aaker 2004; Keller 2008). Car brands carry a 

symbolic meaning and (anticipated) brand experience is an important component of this meaning (Brakus et al. 

2008). The purpose of the present study is to investigate how adding various experience types of electric car models 

to the product line of existing car brands with existing brand experience connotations, affects the perceived 

anticipated experiences of these extensions and of the parent brand. We also investigate how brand experience 

characteristics affect the attitude towards electric extensions and parent brands for existing car brands. Brand 

experience has not been studied often as a factor in brand extension studies. The study adds to our understanding of 

the effect of extensions varying in anticipated experience, on the evoked experiences and evaluations of existing car 

brands and provide insights into how different positioning of electric extensions can have a differential effect on 

brand experience. 

Product categories and brands can either be functional (e.g., lawnmowers) or symbolic (e.g., cars) (de Ruyter and 

Wetzels, 2000; Park and Young, 1986). A functional product possesses mainly product-related or concrete, functional 

associations Products with a symbolic positioning usually entail non-product-related or abstract, image-based 

associations (Bhat and Reddy, 2001; de Ruyter and Wetzels, 2000). Brand experience is a major symbolic component 

of brand identity and image. Brand experience can build unique and favorable associations in consumer memory and 

thus plays a major role in brand positioning and advertising (Diamantopoulos et al., 2005; Pandey, 2013). Brakus et 

al (2008) showed that brand experience affects consumer satisfaction and loyalty. Positive brand experience not only 

affects past satisfaction judgments but also future directed use intentions (Mittal and Kamakura 2001; Reicheld 

1996).   

Brakus et al (2009) define brand experience as subjective consumer responses that are evoked by specific 

brand-related experiential attributes. They demonstrate that brand experience can be broken down into four 

dimensions: sensory, affective, intellectual and behavioural, which are differentially evoked by various brands. They 

developed a scale to measure these four different brand experiences. In a design context, Norman (2004) argues that 

the emotional reaction to design and/or to an existing or new product are related to three emotional processing levels: 

visceral, behavioral and reflective. The first level, i.e. visceral affect, is perception-based and relates to visceral 

aspects that are related to product appearance. The second level, i.e. behavioral emotion, is expectation-based and 

corresponds with behavioral aspects that have to do with the pleasure and effectiveness of use. The third level i.e. 

reflective emotion is intellectually based and corresponds with reflective dimensions that are concerned with 

self-image, personal satisfaction and memories. These three emotional responses to a large extent coincide with the 

conceptualization of Brakus et al. (2009). In the present study we left out the ‘affective’ experience component of the 

Brakus framework because it proved to overlap considerably with the sensory one.  

The core of user experience is the actual experience of usage. However, people can have indirect experience before 

their first encounter, through expectations formed from existing experience of related technologies (the current car), 

brand, advertisements, presentations, demonstrations, opinions of others. For the moment, actual experience of usage 



 

 

of the branded electric car is impossible, because of its limited market penetration. This study can thus not reach any 

further than exploring the anticipated user emotions and experiences that might be provoked by the manipulation of 

product aspects of the branded electric car. Therefore, the Brakus et al. (2009) and the Norman (2004) frameworks 

are very relevant to study the effect of different types of car designs on consumers’ responses to brands and brand 

extensions. 

Adding an electric car model to a product line of an existing car brand is an extension. Extension evaluation is 

positively affected when consumers perceive the extension to fit with the parent brand (Martinez and Pina 2003; 

Patro and Jaiswal 2003; Martinez and de Chernatony 2004; Lau and Phau, 2007; Jeong and Jung, 2013). Perceived 

fit between the parent brand and the extension can also be an important antecedent of positive or negative parent 

brand image and evaluation after an extension (Martínez and de Chernatony 2004; Martínez et al. 2009; Dens and De 

Pelsmacker 2010; Swaminathan et al. 2003; Keller and Sood 2003; Martínez and Pina 2003). According to 

categorization theory, people faced with an evaluative task will first attempt to classify the object within a certain 

category on the basis of salient cues by computation of individual feature matches and mismatches (Park et al., 2002). 

If the categorization is successful, affect and beliefs associated with the category in memory will be transferred to the 

object. Also, beliefs about a category (i.e. the parent brand) change in response to the degree that a new instance (i.e. 

an extension) is inconsistent with a person’s existing brand schema (Milberg and Sinn 2008; Keller and Sood 2003). 

Especially in case of symbolic products, the fit at the level of imagery or experience is often a determinant of brand 

extension success than the degree of physical similarity (Lau and Phau 2007; Batra et al. 2010; Bhat and Reddy 2001; 

Jeong and Jung 2013). On the other hand, most research shows that extensions that are non-fitting do not lead to 

parent brand dilution effects (Lau and Phau 2007; Diamantopoulos et al. 2005). Parent brands may be immune to 

such dilution effects when these brands have a high familiarity and have well-established brand images.  

One of the aims of this study is to design branded electric car concepts and positioning that evoke different types of 

anticipated experience. These designs are used to measure the effect of various experience types of electric cars on 

the perceived experience of the extension and the parent brand and how these extensions affect extension and parent 

brand evaluations:  

1. RQ1: How do different experience types of electric car extensions for existing car brands affect the anticipated 

experience of the extensions and the parent brands? 

2. RQ2:  How do different experience types of electric car extensions for existing car brands affect the responses 

to and attitude towards the extension and the parent brand? 

3. RQ3. How do responses to the electric car extension and perceived experience characteristics of the extension 

affect the attitude towards the extension and towards the parent brand for different existing car brands? 

 

 



 

 

2. Method 

Pretests 

A focus group and two online quantitative studies resulted in a selection of four brands that evoke different 

experiences. Saab is most frequently associated with the sensory brand experience dimension, and is least associated 

with intellectual experiences. BMW is most strongly associated with behavioural experiences and least associated 

with intellectual experiences. Toyota is most strongly associated with intellectual experiences, and Volvo most 

strongly evokes both behavioural and intellectual experiences.  

In a second series of pretests, product features of electric cars were generated that evoke different experiences. From 

six brainstorming sessions it became clear that it was only possible to develop attributes that clearly distinguished 

between cars that evoked either a rational (intellectual) or an emotional (sensory) type of car. It was therefore 

decided to develop two electric car story boards along the lines of these two types. Per type, the six most frequently 

mentioned attributes were selected and for each of them a story board was made in which these six attributes were 

shown (pictures) and explained (text). In a pretest with 125 participants, these two unbranded story boards were 

tested to check to what extent they evoked different car experiences. The rational car type (M=3.08) indeed scored 

higher on the ‘intellectual’ dimension than the emotional type (M=2.83), and the emotional car type scored higher on 

both the sensory (M=2.58) and the behavioural (M=2.43) dimension than the rational type (M=2.52) and M=2.27, 

resp.). However, none of these differences reaches conventional levels of significance. Although relevant, the two car 

types only slightly differ in terms of evoked experiences.  

Main study 

The main study was a 4 X 4 between subjects design tested in a sample of 840 Belgian consumers. For each of the 

four brands (factor 1) four conditions (factor 2) were tested: a rational electric car stimulus, an emotional one, an 

electric car extension without showing a stimulus, and a condition in which only brand responses were measured 

without any reference to an electric extension. The first three conditions contained 60 participants each (male-female 

owners of a driver’s license and aged between 18 and 65). Each group contains 30 owners and 30 non-owners of the 

brand concerned. The fourth condition (only brand measures) contained 30 respondents in each of the four groups, 

half of them owners of the brand, and half of them non-owners of the brand. Each of the participants in the first two 

conditions (rational and emotional stimulus) were exposed to a set of 8 pictures: one general picture of a car with six 

distinct characteristics, six pictures highlighting the details of each of the six characteristics, and the general picture 

again. They were told that the brand was going to launch an electric extension like the one they just saw. In the third 

condition, no stimulus was shown and the participants were just told that the brand was going to launch an electric 

extension. In the fourth condition, no mention of an electric car was made.  

The following dependent variables were measured in the first three conditions of factor 2: attitude towards the 

electric extension, emotional response to the extension, cognitive response towards the extension, anticipated 

experience of the branded extension, fit of the extension with the parent brand, attitude towards the parent brand after 

the electric extension, and parent brand experience after the electric extension. The latter three scales measure parent 



 

 

brand feedback effects. In the fourth condition only parent brand attitude and brand experience were measured (see 

appendix for details of measures). 

3. Results 

RQ1 explores to what extent different types of electric car extensions for existing car brands affect the anticipated 

experiences of the extensions and the parent brands. The experience scores of the first three conditions were 

compared per brand, and their effect on extension and parent brand feedback experiences were studied. For Alfa, 

adding an emotional stimulus makes the extension experience more sensory and more behavioural, and adding a 

rational stimulus makes the Alfa experience more intellectual than presenting no stimulus. For BMW, adding an 

emotional stimulus makes the extension experience more sensory and more behavioural than adding a rational 

stimulus or no stimulus, and adding an emotional stimulus makes the car experience more intellectual than adding no 

stimulus. For Toyota, adding an emotional or a rational stimulus makes the car experience more sensory and more 

intellectual than presenting no stimulus, and adding an emotional stimulus makes the car experience more 

behavioural. Adding any extension to a Volvo does not affect its anticipated experiences (Table 1). Extending an 

existing brand with different electric car types thus significantly affect anticipated experiences. There is no effect of 

adding stimuli on parent brand feedback experiences.  

 

Table 1. Differences between emotional, rational and no-stimulus electric extensions in terms of extension 

brand experience– ANOVA results 

Dependent  

variables 

Alfa BMW Toyota Volvo 

 scores p scores p scores p Scores p 

ExSensory E 

R 

N 

2.73 (>N) 

2.65 

2.28 (<E) 

.049 2.94 

(>R,N) 

2.45 (<E) 

2.30 (<E) 

.002 2.80 (>N) 

2.62 (>N) 

2.22 

(<E,R) 

.003 2.82 

2.82 

2.59 

.301 

ExBehav E 

R 

N 

2.43 (>N) 

2.33 

2.05 (<E) 

.089 2.63 

(>R,N) 

2.15 (<E) 

2.01 (<E) 

.001 2.55 (>N) 

2.33 

2.18 (<E) 

.073 2.58 

2.61 

2.40 

.416 

ExIntell E 

R 

N 

2.88 

3.14 (>N) 

2.51 (<E) 

.005 3.20 (>N) 

2.95 

2.76 (<E) 

.057 3.31 (>N) 

3.24 (>N) 

2.89 

(<E,R) 

.043 3.19 

3.25 

3.09 

.660 

E=emotional, R=rational, N=no stimulus. Cells indicate significance based on two-by-two Bonferroni post-hoc tests, 

e.g. in the first cell, first column: EXSensory E: 2.73 (>N) means the emotional stimulus leads to a more sensory 

brand experience than no stimulus. 

 



 

 

In a second analysis, brand measures without electric extension (condition 4 of factor 2) were compared to electric 

extensions with a rational and an emotional stimulus. For Alfa, adding a rational or an emotional extension makes the 

brand experience less sensory. Since sensory is a distinct dimension of Alfa, it appears that adding an electric car 

makes the extension less fitting with the brand. Adding a rational extension makes the BMW experience less sensory 

and behavioural than adding an emotional extension, which in turn makes its experience less sensory and behavioural 

than a BMW without an extension. Sensory and behavioural are two distinct dimensions of BMW. Consequently, 

adding a rational electric extension seems not very fitting with BMW. Adding an emotional extension is more fitting, 

but still decreases the sensory and behavioural experiences evoked by the brand itself. Not adding an extension 

seems the better option. Adding an emotional or a rational electric extension makes Toyota look more intellectual. 

The evoked experiences of Volvo are unaffected by adding any electric extension. All in all, adding an electric 

extension to Alfa and BMW seems a bad idea in terms of fit with the parent brand. Toyota has a somewhat 

non-outspoken experience profile, and would benefit from an electric extension in terms of enhanced anticipated 

experiences. In terms of anticipated experiences, Volvo neither benefits nor suffers from an electric extension (Table 

2). 

Table 2. Differences between emotional and rational electric extensions and brand control measure (without 

electric extension) in terms of extension brand experience – ANOVA results 

 

Dependent  

variables 

Alfa BMW Toyota Volvo 

 scores p scores p Scores p Scores p 

EXSensory E 

R 

B 

2.73 (<B) 

2.65 (<B) 

3.99 (>E,R) 

<.001 2.94 (>R, <B) 

2.45 (<E,B) 

3.94 (>E,R) 

<.001 2.98 

2.62 

2.57 

.466 2.82 

2.82 

3.03 

.553 

EXBehav E 

R 

B 

2.43 

2.33 

3.38 

<.001 2.63 (>R, <B) 

2.15 (<E,B) 

3.52 (>E,R) 

<.001 2.55 

2.39 

2.39 

.406 2.58 

2.61 

2.77 

.621 

EXIntell E 

R 

B 

2.88 

3.14 

2.82 

.271 3.20 

2.95 

2.92 

.269 3.31 (>B) 

3.24 (>B) 

2.63 (<E,R) 

.003 3.19 

3.25 

3.11 

.802 

E=emotional, R=rational, B=only brand. Cells indicate significance based on two-by-two Bonferroni post-hoc tests, 

e.g. in the third cell, first column: ExSensory E: 2.73 (<B) means the emotional stimulus leads to a less sensory 

brand experience than the brand without electric extension. 

 

To answer RQ2, how do different experience types of electric car extensions affect the attitude, emotions and 

cognitions towards the extension and the attitude toward the parent brand after the electric extensions, responses are 

compared across the three extension conditions.  For Alfa, and to a certain extent also for Toyota, adding a rational 

or emotional extension increases the attractiveness of the extension, compared to not profiling the extension. For 

BMW, clearly an emotional extension outperforms a rational one in terms of emotional and cognitive response and 

attitude towards the extension. For Volvo, clearly a rational extension outperforms an emotional one or an electric car 



 

 

without a specific profile. This partly supports the notion that extension-parent brand fit leads to more positive 

responses. BMW is sensory and behavioural brand. Adding an emotional extension makes the brand more attractive 

than a rational one. Volvo is an intellectual brand. Adding a rational extension leads to more positive extension 

responses (emotions and cognitions) than an emotional one. For Alfa and Toyota, the picture is less clear (Table 3). 

None of the extensions lead to differences in parent brand attitude, for any brand. Additionally, a series of regression 

analyses was carried out to test to what extent the evoked experiences of the extension has an effect on 

extension-parent brand fit (Table 4). When the extension is perceived to be more sensory and intellectual, it is 

considered to be better fitting with Alfa and BMW. When the extension is perceived to be just more intellectual, it is 

seen as more fitting with Toyota and Volvo. This generally confirms the idea that experience fitting extensions are 

generally perceived as more fitting. This is somewhat less the case with Alfa and BMW. A more intellectual 

extension leads to a higher perceived brand fit for both brands. Since ‘intellectual’ is not a basic experience 

characteristic for either brand, the conclusion is that, for these two brands, a to a certain extent a less experience 

fitting extension leads to a greater perception of extension-parent brand fit. 

 

Table 3. Differences between emotional, rational and no-stimulus electric extensions in terms of attitude, 

emotions and cognitions towards the extension– ANOVA results 

Dependent  

variables 

Alfa BMW Toyota Volvo 

 scores P Scores P scores p scores p 

AttExtension E 

R 

N 

3.14 (>N) 

3.27 (>N) 

2.68 (<E,R) 

.012 3.55 (>R,N) 

3.18 (<E) 

3.05 (<E) 

.014 3.86 (>R,N) 

3.68 (<E) 

3.31 (<E) 

.003 3.64  

3.76  

3.49  

.227 

EmoExtension E 

R 

N 

3.57 (>N) 

3.49 (>N) 

2.93 (<E,R) 

<.001 3.76 (>R,N) 

3.46 (<E, 

>N) 

3.29 (<E,R) 

.010 3.97 (>R,N) 

3.85 (<E) 

3.47 (<E) 

.001 3.89 (<R) 

3.98 (>E,N) 

3.70 (<R) 

.114 

CogExtension E 

R 

N 

3.27 (>N) 

3.34 (>N) 

2.84 (<E,R) 

.001 3.48 (>N) 

3.38 

3.22 (<E) 

.136 3.57 (>N) 

3.45 

3.26 (<E) 

.064 3.54  

3.57 (>N) 

3.33 (<R) 

.081 

E=emotional, R=rational, N=no stimulus. Cells indicate significance based on two-by-two Bonferroni post-hoc tests, 

e.g. in the first cell, first column: EmoExtension = 3.57 (>N) means the emotional stimulus leads to a more positive 

emotion towards the extension than no stimulus 

 

Table 4. Extension-parent brand fit as a function of extension experiences – regression analyses 

Independent variables Alfa BMW Toyota Volvo 

EXSensory .360 (<.001) .271 (.011) .165 (.128) .122 (.294) 

EXBehav .010 (.926) .086 (.881) -.099 (.355) .121 (.242) 

EXIntell .256 (.001) .275 (.001) .390(<.001) .323 (<.001) 



 

 

R² .318 .317 .198 .264 

Cells are standardized Betas (significance level in brackets) 

All models are significance at p>.001. 

Finally, RQ3 explores how responses to the electric car extension and perceived experience characteristics of the 

extension affect the attitude towards the extensions and towards the parent brands. This is done by means of a series 

of regression analyses in which the attitude towards the extension are predicted by the anticipated experiences of the 

extension, the emotional and cognitive reactions towards the extension and extension-parent brand fit (Table 5). A 

second set of regression analyses predicts the attitude towards the parent brand by means of the attitude towards the 

extension, extension-parent brand fit and extension brand experiences (Table 6).  

 

The most important driver of extension evaluation for each brand is the emotional response to the extension. Also 

positive cognitions and brand fit play a significant role for all brands. The attitude towards the extension determines 

parent brand attitude for Alfa and Toyota. To a certain extent extension-parent brand fit determines parent brand 

feedback attitude, except for Alfa. The extent to which the extension renders the brand more ‘intellectual’ 

determines the parent brand attitude to a certain extent, except for Toyota. The latter is a remarkable result. 

Anticipated intellectual experiences are most closely related to the environmental claim embedded in electric cars. 

Alfa, BMW and Volvo appear to benefit from an electric extension the more the extension makes them look 

‘intellectual’, no matter what their current evoked experiences are. 

 

Table 5. Attitude towards the electric brand extension as a function of emotional and cognitive responses to 

the extension, parent brand fit and extension experience – regression analyses 

Independent variables Alfa BMW Toyota Volvo 

EmoExtension .458 (<.001) .473 (<.001) .484 (<.001) .342 (<.001) 

CogExtension .320 (<.001) .159 (.011) .134 (.019) .191 (<.001) 

Parentfit .198 (<.001) .087 (.127) .214 (<.001) .223 (<.001) 

EXSensory -.004 (.968) .026 (.740) .056 (.412) .129 (.125) 

EXBehav -.051 (.549) .130 (.066) .103 (.123) -.057 (.436) 

EXIntell -.019 (.777) .098 (.119) .085 (.169) .135 (.055) 

R² .615 .658 .698 .640 

Cells are standardized Betas (significance level in brackets). 

All models are significant at p>.001. 

 

 



 

 

Table 6. Attitude towards the parent brand as a function of the attitude towards the extension, parent brand 

fit and extension experience – regression analyses 

Independent variables Alfa BMW Toyota Volvo 

Attextension .228 (.011) .036 (.697) .370 (<.001) .077 (.403) 

Parentfit .037 (.685) .217 (.008) .255 (.001) .294 (.001) 

EXSensory .207 (.112) .259 (.025) .022 (.828) .028 (.814) 

EXBehav -.244 (.053) -.188 (.073) .052 (.602) -.050 (.634) 

EXIntell .189 (.044) .223 (.014) -.041 (.645) .241 (.015) 

R² .156 .242 .319 .261 

Cells are standardized Betas (significance level in brackets). 

All models are significant at p>.001. 

 

3. Discussion and conclusion 

Adding an electric extension to a well-established brand significantly alters the anticipated experience of the 

extension. An emotional extension makes Alfa and BMW more sensory, which fits with their general brand 

experience perception. Adding any type of electric extension makes Toyota more sensory and intellectual, which 

partly fits  with its general brand experience connotations. Adding a rational or an emotional extension does not 

improve traditional brand experiences for Alfa and BMW. Adding an electric extension makes these brands less 

sensory and less behavioural, although, in the case of BMW, an emotional extension performs better than an rational 

one. For Toyota, however, adding any extension improves the anticipated intellectual brand experience. In terms of 

attitudinal responses to the extensions, an emotional extension outperforms a rational one for BMW, and a rational 

extension outperforms an emotional for Volvo. This is clearly in line with the traditional experiences evoked by these 

two car brands. Brand fit is determined by enhanced sensory  and intellectual experience perceptions in case of Alfa 

and BMW, but only by enhanced intellectual experience perceptions in case of Toyota and Volvo. These results partly 

support the notion that extension-parent brand fit leads to more positive responses or reinforces brand image (in 

terms of anticipated experiences (Martínez and de Chernatony 2004; Dens and De Pelsmacker 2010; Martínez and 

Pina 2003). None of the extensions lead to differences in parent brand attitude feedback. This confirms previous 

research (Lau and Phau, 2007).  

 

The most important driver of extension evaluation for each brand is the emotional response to the extension. This 

confirms the important role emotions play in consumer behaviour, even for high involvement innovative products 

(Bagozzi et al., 1999, Moons and De Pelsmacker, 2012). Also brand fit and positive cognitions have a significant 

effect on extension attitudes. What makes people appreciate an electric extension for any car brand is the extent to 

which it fits the parent brand, but even more the extent to which it leads to positive feelings and thoughts, and adds 



 

 

to the intellectual experience of the car brand. The attitude towards the parent brand after launching an electric 

extension is partly influenced by the attitude towards the extension and brand fit. This confirms traditional parent 

brand feedback effects. The results also suggest that consumers appreciate a parent brand more if it launches an 

extension that not so much enhances the brand’s distinctive experience dimensions, but rather scores well on the 

intellectual experience dimension. In the context of electric cars, this suggests that, if consumers appreciate a brand’s 

efforts for the environment, extension attitudes become more positive, regardless of the original experience 

connotations of the brand. Non-fitting extensions can indeed have positive brand effects by using an extension 

strategy that modifies the original brand image in a positive sense (Pandey, 2013).  

 

Future research could extend the investigation to more car brands. The electric car extension was limited to two types 

of experiential design and positioning, using a limited number of concrete attributes to evoke these experiences. 

Electric car propositions could also be differentiated on the basis of rational, utilitarian and functional elements 

rather than brand personality ones. The importance and appeal of these more functional attributes relative to 

experience elements could also be studied. Finally, the study could be replicated for different product categories and 

in different countries. 

 

The results of this study inform designers and marketers of car brands on how to design their electric car model and 

which arguments to use in marketing and advertising in order to maximize the chances of success without 

jeopardizing the existing brand image. It appears that extending their product range with an electric model does not 

jeopardize their original brand images in terms of brand experiences. The extension should to a certain extent be 

brand experience fitting to evoke positive attitudinal responses, and it should trigger the idea that the brand is 

thought-provoking in terms of its efforts for a cleaner environment. Most importantly, brand extensions should evoke 

positive emotional responses, as these are the main drivers of a positive electric car extension attitude. 
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Appendix: scales, scale items, sources, and alphas 

Scale and items Source Alpha 

1. Attitude towards the branded electric extension (AttExtension) 

 I am positive about the electric BRAND shown 

 The electric BRAND shown is a good car 

 I like the electric BRAND shown  

Cauberghe and De 

Pelsmacker (2011) 

.92 

2. Emotions towards the branded electric extension (EmoExtension) 

 The electric BRAND shown evokes positive feelings in me 

 I would find it very pleasant it to drive the electric BRAND shown  

 Driving the electric BRAND shown could frustrate me (r)  

 Driving the electric BRAND shown could easily bore me (r) 

 The electric BRAND shown gives me a negative feeling (r) 

Cauberghe and De 

Pelsmacker (2011) 

.85 

3. Cognitions towards the branded electric extension (CogExtension) 

 This electric BRAND provides me with a lot of advantages 

 I find this electric BRAND innovative 

 The media will promote this electric BRAND 

 The government will take measures to stimulate the use of this electric 

BRAND   

Moons and De 

Pelsmacker (2012) 

.82 

4. Anticipated experience of the branded extension 

Sensory (EXSensory) 

 Will make a strong impression on my senses 

 Will stimulate my senses 

 Will be an emotional car 

Behavioural (EXBehav) 

 Will incite me to active driving 

 Will make me feel things fysically 

Intellectual (EXIntell) 

 Will stimulate me to drive consciously 

 Will stimulate  my curiosity and problem-solving capacity 

Brakus et al. (2009)  

.91 

 

 

 

.84 

 

 

.73 

 

 

5. Fit between the electric extension and the parent brand (Parentfit) 

 This is very fitting for BRAND 

 This is very logical for BRAND 

 This is very appropriate for BRAND 

Dens and De Pelsmacker 

(2010) 

.94 

6. Attitude towards parent brand after electric extension (ParentAb) 

Same scale as 1, but applied to brand in general after electric extension 

Cauberghe and De 

Pelsmacker (2011) 

.94 

7. Parent brand experience after electric extension  

Same scale as 5, but applied to brand in general after electric extension 

Brakus et al. (2009) >.86 

8. Attitude towards parent brand Cauberghe and De .91 



 

 

Only in condition 4, same scale as 7 without mentioning electric extension Pelsmacker (2011) 

9. Parent brand experience after electric extension  

Only in condition 4, same scale as 9 without mentioning electric extension 

Brakus et al. (2009) >.79 

All scales are five category Likert scales 
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